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Antecedent-Contained Deletion and the Syntax of
Quantification
ChristopherKennedy
Hormstein(1994) proposes an account of antecedent-containeddeletion that differs from previous analyses (e.g., Sag 1976, May 1985)
in that it resolves the antecedentcontainmentparadoxmanifestedby
the surfacestructureof these sentencesthroughthe syntacticprinciples
governing Case assignmentto arguments,ratherthan those involved
in the interpretationof quantifiers.If this analysis is correct, one of
the principalempiricalargumentsfor the existence of a syntacticoperation of QuantifierRaising (QR) disappears.In this article I reassess
the evidence and show that the argumentfor QR remains.I conclude
by discussingthe implicationsof this resultfor the syntacticrepresentation of quantification,settingthe discussionin the contextof Chomsky
1995.

Keywords:antecedent-containeddeletion, QuantifierRaising, scope,
Logical Form, ellipsis

1 Antecedent-Contained Deletion
1.1 The QR Account
Sentences involving antecedent-containeddeletion (ACD), such as (1), have been of considerable
interestto generative grammarianssince they were first discussed by Bouton (1970).
(1) Kollberg recognized every suspect Beck did.
Because the elided VP is contained within the VP that serves as its antecedent,ACD poses an
interestingproblem for any theory that assumes that VP-deletion involves either deletion of an
elided VP under identity with some antecedentor copying of an antecedentinto the position of
an elided VP. Eitheroperationseems to entail that (1) has the structuralrepresentationshown in
(2), which contains an infinitely large, and presumablyuninterpretable,VP.
(2) Kollberg [vp recognized every suspect Beck did [vp recognized every suspect Beck did
[vp recognized every suspect Beck did [vP ... 1]]]
The basic analysis of ACD within the Extended StandardTheory, proposed originally in
frameworkin May 1985, Larson and
Sag 1976 and developed in the principles-and-parameters
May 1990, andFiengo andMay 1994, ties the resolutionof ACD to the interpretationof quantificaThis article was writtenwhile I was a member of the Linguistics Departmentat the University of California,Santa
Cruz, which provided an ideal environmentfor conducting the researchreportedhere. I am particularlygratefulto Jim
McCloskey, whose questions, suggestions, and observationscontributeda great deal to the developmentof this work. I
would also like to thankNorbertHornstein,HowardLasnik,RobertMay, JasonMerchant,andtwo anonymousLI reviewers
for very helpful comments on earlier versions of the article, as well as audiences at the University of California,Santa
Cruz, and NELS 26. Any errorsor inconsistencies that remain are my responsibility.
Linguistic Inquiry,Volume 28, Number4, Fall 1997
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tional phrasesat a level of semanticrepresentation.1In Sag 1976, VP-deletionis licensed just in
case the logical representationof an elided VP is an alphabeticvariantof the logical representation
of some other VP in the discourse (modulo constraintson alphabeticvariance; see Sag 1976:
104). Sag observes thatthe logical representationof a sentence like (1) is (3), in which the logical
form of the deleted VP (Az.recognize(z,x)),which contributesto the restrictionof the universal
quantifierintroducedby the directobject,is externalto the logical formof the matrixVP (Ay.recognize(y,x)), which provides the operator'snuclear scope.2
(3) every,[suspect(x) & Xz.recognize(z,x)(Beck)][Xy.recognize(y,x)(Kollberg)]
Deletion of the embedded VP in (1) is licensed by (3) because its logical form is an alphabetic
variant of the logical form of the matrix VP. Crucially, because the conditions licensing VPdeletion are stated in terms of the syntax of the logical representationin (3), the S-Structure
containmentrelation in (1) is irrelevant.
May (1985) recasts Sag's analysis in terms of the syntax of Logical Form (LF), a syntactic
level derivedtransformationallyfrom S-Structureat which the semanticrelationsbetweenconstituents are transparentlyrepresented.A component of the mapping from S-Structureto LF is
the operationof QuantifierRaising (QR), a type of A-movement that adjoins a quantificational
constituentto a dominatingnode (typicallyIP or VP). In the case of ACD, QR generatesstructures
in which the antecedentcontainmentrelationis eliminated,as illustratedby the LF representation
of (1).
(4)

[IP[DP

every suspect Beck did [vp e]]i [Ip Kollberg [vp recognized el]]]

Because the quantificationalDP eveiy suspect Beck did has been raised to an adjoinedposition
that dominatesVP, the elided VP is not containedwithin its antecedent.The matrixVP may be
copied into the position of the elided VP, deriving the well-formedLF representation(5), which
accuratelyrepresentsthe meaning of (1): 'Kollberg recognized every suspect Beck recognized'
(i.e., (5) maps directly onto an interpretationof (1) in a logical representationlanguage such as
(3)).3

(5)

[IP[DP

every suspect Beck did [ vp recognized e1fi

[ip

Kollberg [ vp recognized e]]]

A result of this analysis, which I will refer to as the QR account, is that ACD provides a

'Baltin (1987) proposesan alternativeaccountof ACD in which antecedentcontainmentis eliminatedby extraposition of the relative clause containingthe elided VP. See Larsonand May 1990 for evidence that this account cannot be
maintained(but also see Wilder 1995 for a reworkingof some of Baltin's proposals).
2 (3) is actually a notationalvariantof Sag's logical forms, which are stated in terms of unrestrictedquantification.
3Alternatively, VP-deletioncan be analyzed as an actual Phonetic Form (PF) deletion phenomenon,where deletion
is licensed by identity at LF (in which case (5) is the representationthat licenses the deletion in (1)). Whether the
phenomenongenerally referredto as "VP-deletion" involves deletion at PF or copying (or reconstruction,in the sense
of Fiengo and May 1994) at LF is not a question I will address here; what is importantis that both deletion and
copy/reconstructionanalyses share the assumptionthat VP-deletion is licensed by an identity relationthat holds at LF.
Forexpositoryease, I will assume here thatVP-deletioninvolves base generationof a null VP andcopying or "recycling"
of syntactic structureat LF (see Williams 1977, May 1985, Kitagawa 1991, Chung, Ladusaw, and McCloskey 1995),
though nothing hinges on this assumption.
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crucial piece of empirical evidence for a syntactic operationof QR. The function of QR is to
generatea syntactic structurefor every quantificationalDP that can be straightforwardlymapped
onto an interpretationinvolving restrictedquantification.If LF directly representsthe formal
propertiesthat ensure the properinterpretationsof the expressions of the language, as arguedin
May 1991, then QR is semanticallymotivatedprecisely because nominalquantificationin natural
languageis restricted.Nevertheless, since LF is a syntacticlevel and QR is a syntacticoperation,
it should also be possible to give a syntactic argumentfor its application.If the QR account is
correct,then ACD provides this type of evidence. The basic argumentis given in (6).
(6) The ar-gument
for QRfrom ACD
a. VP-deletion is licensed by an identity relationthat holds at LF.
b. Only QR generatesa well-formed LF representationthat licenses ACD.
.-. If ACD, then QR.
1.2 The A-MovementAccount
Homstein (1994) proposes a novel account of ACD within the frameworkof the Minimalist
Program(Chomsky 1993, 1995) that calls into question the soundnessof the argumentsketched
in (6). Homstein argues that ACD does not requiremovement of a quantificationalphraseto an
(adjoined) A-position outside VP, but ratherinvolves A-movement to a VP-externalspecifier
position ([Spec, Agro]) (this approachis also advocated in Takahashi 1993 and discussed in
Lasnik 1993). I will refer to this analysis as the A-movementaccount. The argumentsin support
of the A-movement account are of two kinds: theory-internaland empirical.
The primaryargumentof the first sort derives from MinimalistProgramprinciplesof economy and the Minimalist Programassumptionthat grammaticalconstraintsare enforced only at
the interface levels LF and PF. In order to account for examples like (7)-(8), which appearto
provide solid evidence that ConditionC applies at S-Structure,Chomsky (1993:25-26, 41) proposes that operatorsare moved to scopal positions at LF, but the constituentsthat introducetheir
restrictionsremainin situ.4The resultis thatthe LF representationsof (7)-(8) are (9)-(10), which
violate ConditionC.5
(7) *Who said that he, read how many articles about Johnj?
(8) *He, read most articles about Johni.

4 This is a simplificationof Chomsky's proposal,though it accuratelydescribesthe result.More precisely, the entire
constituentundergoes QR, just as in the traditionalaccount. The crucial difference is that movement is construedas a
"copy and delete" operation. In the case of examples like (7) and (8), the restrictionis deleted fromthe raisedconstituent
while the operatoris deleted from the base constituent,resulting in the LF representations(9) and (10).
5 As observedby an anonymousLI reviewer,if only quantificational
determinersaremoved, some kindof interpretive
proceduremust be developed to ensurethe properinterpretationof structureslike (9) and (10) as restrictedquantifications.
As things stand, an LF representationlike (10) maps onto an unrestrictedquantification,which is problematicsince not
all naturallanguage quantifierscan be given a semantics in terms of unrestrictedquantification(see the discussion of
this point in Barwise and Cooper 1981).
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(9) [whokhow manyj] [ek said that hei read [ei articles about Johni]]
(10) [mostj] [hei read [ej articles about Johni]]
Hornsteinobserves that these assumptionsare incompatiblewith the QR account of ACD.
If QR moves only the determinerof a quantificationalargument,then the relative clause that
contains the elided VP in an ACD configurationis dominatedby the antecedentVP at LF, with
the result that May's solution to the infinite regressproblemis unavailable.Homstein points out
that a solution to this problemis built into the architectureof the MinimalistProgram,however.
Whereas LF A-movement may move only an operator,LF A-movement must move an entire
DP. The only A-movement allowed at LF is movement to satisfy some featuralrequirementof
a DP; one such requirementis that an argumentDP check its Case featuresin the specifier of an
appropriatefunctionalhead.If internalargumentsmustmove to a VP-external[Spec, Agr] position
at LF to satisfy Case requirements,the resultingconfigurationis one in which the DP containing
the elided VP is no longercontainedin the antecedentVP, eliminatingthe infiniteregressconfiguration.According to this analysis, the LF representationof a typical sentence involving ACD is
that shown in (11) (assuming the clause structureproposedin Chomsky 1993).6 The elided VP
(VP2) is not containedin its antecedent(VP1); therefore,the problemof infinite regress does not
arise.
As empiricalargumentsfor the A-movementaccount,Hornsteinpresentsthreekinds of data
that bear on the question of whether ACD involves QR: examples in which the QR account
predictsthere to be more interpretationsof ACD than are actually observed, examples in which
there is a lack of parallelismbetween quantifierscope and ACD, and examples of apparentACD
thatthe QR accountcannotexplain.Since the firstset of dataprovidessome of the most compelling
argumentsfor the A-movement account, I will limit my attentionto this group.7
6
Strictly speaking, ( 11) cannot representthe actual LF structureof an ACD configuration.The problemis that the
direct object has moved past the trace of the VP-internal subject in [Spec, VP], in violation of Shortest Movement
(Chomsky 1993). In order for the complement of V0 to legally move past the subject trace and into [Spec, Agro], V
must first move to Agroo, extending the domain of V. The result of this head movement is that [Spec, VP] and [Spec,
Agro] are equidistantfrom the base position of the direct object; hence, movement into [Spec, Agro] does not violate
ShortestMovement.The fact that V-movementmust occur before movement of the direct object raises crucial questions
for the A-movementaccountof ACD, because at the point in the derivationat which the antecedentcontainmentrelation
is eliminated(afterhead movement), the VP is devoid of lexical content. It is thereforeextremely importantto precisely
explain the interactionof head movement, A-movement, and the copying or identity relationthat licenses VP-deletion.
(One possibility is that head movement is a copy/delete operation,and that the resolutionof ellipsis occurs after copying
but before deletion.) Because the purposeof this article is to investigatethe correlationbetween ACD and quantification,
I will assume that this problem can be resolved (see Hornstein 1994:475-477 for some suggestions), and henceforth

ignore it.
7 Nonparallelismof ACD and quantifierscope is illustratedby (i) and (ii);
here, the subjectof a small clause cannot
have inverse scope over a subject, yet ACD is licensed in this context.
(i) At least two senatorsconsider every governmentprograma waste of taxpayers'money.
(ii) At least two senatorsconsider every governmentprogramJones does a waste of taxpayers'money.
If the absence of an inverse scope readingin (i) indicatesthat small clause subjectscannot undergoQR to the matrixIP,
then the acceptabilityof (ii) is unexpectedin the QR account(in which ACD requiresthe DP every governnmentpr-ogr-anm
Jones does to undergo QR to IP), but not in the A-movement account, where the configurationthat licenses ACD is
generatedby A-movement of the small clause subject to the [Spec, Agro] position in the matrixclause.
Two observationsare relevanthere. First, althoughinverse scope readingsare generally unavailablein this context,
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this restrictionis not absolute. For example, (iii) has an interpretationin which majoritiescovary with proposals, and
(iv) has a reading in which each proposal has scope over at least ten senators.
(iii) If a majorityof representativesfinds every proposal unacceptable,then I guess we'll be without a budget for
a very long time.
(iv) If at least ten senatorsfind each proposalreasonable,then I'll startto get optimistic.
Second, as pointed out by Hornstein(1994:fn. 18), the A-movement account has no explanationfor the absence of
an inverse scope interpretation.This fact does not reduce the success of the A-movement account in explaining the
availability of ACD in an example like (ii), but it leaves open the possibility that the general unavailabilityof inverse
scope is due to some factor other than a restrictionon QR.
Examples that appearto show that the QR account undergeneratesinvolve nonrestrictiverelative clauses. Names
are not quantificationaland thereforeshould not undergoQR. ACD nevertheless seems to be licensed in nonrestrictive
relatives.
(v) Kollberg suspects Petrus, who Beck does as well.
A numberof researchershave arguedthat examples like (v) do not involve ACD, however. For example, Lasnik (1994)
presents evidence suggesting that the deletion in (v) is a type of pseudogapping,and Fiengo and May (1994) argue that
the nonrestrictiverelative is not dominatedby VP, but instead is a daughterof IP (see McCawley 1982, 1988; see also
the discussion of these examples in Hornstein 1994:fn. 21). I will assume here that constructionssuch as (v) do not
involve ACD and thereforedo not constitute argumentsagainst the QR account.
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Three sets of facts show that an account of ACD that relies on unboundedA-movement
overgenerates,predictingthere to be more interpretationsof ACD in certain contexts than are
actuallyobserved,whereasan accountthatrelies on (bounded)A-movementexplainsthe unavailability of these readings. The first set, which consists of sentences subject to what Homstein
designates the BoundednessRestrictionon ACD, was originally noticed by Baltin (1987). Baltin
showed that if multiple wh-questionsare interpretedby a process of absorption(Higginbotham
and May 1981) that requiresthat all non-D-linked (in the sense of Pesetsky 1987) wh-phrases
occupy [Spec, CP] at LF, then the LF representationof a sentence like (12) should be (13).
(12) Who thoughtthat Fred read how many books that Bill did?
(13) [cp whox [how many books that Bill did]y [lp e, thoughtthat Fred read ey]]
Baltin argues that since the elided VP in (12) is not contained in either the embedded or the
matrixVP aftermovement,it should be possible to copy either one into the position of the elided
VP, with the result that (12) should be ambiguousbetween a reading in which the matrixVP is
copied and a readingin which the embeddedVP is copied (I will referto these two interpretations
as the matrixreading and the embeddedreading, respectively). (12) is not ambiguous,however:
it has only an interpretationcorrespondingto (14a), in which the lower VP is copied, not an
interpretationcorrespondingto (14b), which would be the result of copying the matrixVP.
(14) a. Embeddedreading (available)
Who thoughtthat Fred read how many books that Bill read?
b. Matrix reading (unavailable)
Who thoughtthat Fred read how many books that Bill thoughtthat Fred read?
The second type of overgenerationargumentcomes from the contrastbetween examples in
which a deletedVP is containedin an exceptionalCase-marking(ECM) subject(15) andexamples
in which it is contained in the subject of a finite embeddedclause (16). Only the formertype of
sentence permits a matrixreading, as shown by the ungrammaticalityof (16).
(15) Beck believes every suspect Kollberg does to be guilty.
(16) *Beck believes that every suspect Kollberg does is guilty.
This contrastis straightforwardlyexplained in the A-movement account if ECM subjects must
move to the specifier of the matrixAgroP to satisfy Case requirements.This type of movement
is impossible in (16); therefore,the deleted VP cannot escape antecedentcontainment,and the
sentence is correctlypredictedto be ungrammatical.8
The third set of facts involves "adjunct ACD": constructionsin which a deleted VP is
contained in a VP adjunct,as in (17).

8
An embedded reading is unavailablefor (16) because it would involve copying the lower VP, generatingan LF
representationthat would be ill formed because the relative operatorwould not bind a variable.
(i) *Beck believes that [every suspect OPxKollberg does is guilty] is guilty
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(17) Kollberg worded his questions as carefully as Beck did.
The A-movement account distinguishesbetween argumentsof V on the one hand, which must
raise to the specifier of an agreementprojectionat LF, and VP adjunctson the other, which do
not need to check Case features and thereforedo not raise. Since the position of an adjunctis
fixed, the A-movement account predictsthat an elided VP in an embeddedadjunctshould have
only an embedded reading. Hormstein(1994) presents examples like (18) as verificationof this
prediction.
(18) Kollberg wanted to word every question as Beck did.
1.3 Outline of the Article
In the following sections I will examine the argumentsfor the A-movement account in detail,
concentratingboth on the facts presentedin Homstein 1994 as empiricalevidence in favor of the
A-movement account and on additionalfacts not discussed by Homstein. The remainderof the
article is divided into four sections.
First, I will take a closer look at the evidence for the A-movement account,focusing on the
interactionof ACD and quantifierscope. I will show that considerationof a wide arrayof data
indicates that the BoundednessRestrictionis not as restrictiveas Homstein suggests, and I will
presentevidence involving quantifierscope and the interpretationof embeddedACD that argues
in favor of the QR account. Next, I will investigate adjunctACD, first demonstratingthat matrix
readingsare possible in some contexts, and second showing that the A-movementaccountgenerates uninterpretableLF representationsin other contexts. Finally, I will examine ACD constructions in which the elided VP is containedin a complementof No, a configurationthat is predicted
to be impossible by the A-movementaccount,but can be explainedwithin the QR account.I will
conclude by discussing the implicationsof these results for our understandingof the syntax of
quantification,setting my observationsin the context of Chomsky 1995.9
2 Embedded ACD, Restructuring, and Scope
2.1 Boundednessand Restructuring
A strong argumentin favor of the A-movement account is that it provides a straightforward
explanationof the BoundednessRestriction.Because the restrictionof a wh-operatorremainsin
situ at LF, the clause containing the elided VP in Baltin's example (12) must remain in [Spec,
Agro] of the embeddedCP, and only the lower VP is available as an antecedent.
It should be noted, however, that althoughexamples like (12) pose a potentialproblemfor

9 I should note that my specific purpose in this article is to compare the account of ACD proposed in Hornstein
1994 only with an account that relies on QR. I will not discuss alternativeanalyses such as the interpretiveaccounts
describedin Jacobson 1992 and Dalrymple,Shieber,and Pereira1991, or the "vehicle change"-basedanalyses proposed
in Wyngaerdand Zwart 1991 and Brody 1995 (see Lasnik 1993 for discussion of some problemswith a vehicle change
analysis).
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the QR account, a sentence like (19), which also permitsonly an embeddedinterpretationof the
elided VP, does not.
(19) Larssonthoughtthat Kollberg questionedevery suspect Beck did.
The crucial difference between ACD in (12) and ACD in (19) is that (12) involves wh-insitu, whereas(19) involves a quantificationalDP, andthe syntacticoperationsinvolved in generating the LF representationsassociated with these two types of constituentsare not the same. The
interpretationof wh-in-situ involves establishing a relation between the in situ wh-phraseand
anotherwh-operatorin a particular[Spec, CP] (see, e.g., Baker 1970, HigginbothamandMay 1981,
Huang 1982, Pesetsky 1987); in manycases, this relationexhibitsthe apparentunboundednessthat
is characteristicof overt wh-movement.The interpretationof a QP, on the other hand, involves
adjunctionto any appropriatemaximal projection.It is well known that this operationis more
constrainedthanothertypes of A-movement.Specifically, QR is subjectto a clause-boundedness
constraint:in the unmarkedcase, QR cannotraise a DP out of a finite clause (Farkas1981). Note
that this is a descriptivegeneralization:if QR is a type of A-movement,then it is not clear why
this principle should hold.10That it does hold in the general case is a fact, though it remains
possible that there are contexts in which it is violated.
For the purposeof this article, it is not necessaryto explain why clause-boundednessholds.
It is enough to point out thatin the QR accountof ACD, the BoundednessRestrictionon examples
like (19) is a consequence of the clause-boundednessof QR. Since the QP in (19) may adjointo
the embedded IP but no higher, the relative clause containingthe elided VP remains contained
in the matrixVP at LF, with the result that only the embeddedVP is a possible antecedent.The
absence of a matrixreadingin (19) is thereforenot an argumentagainstthe QR accountof ACD;
rather,it reflects a more general restrictionon the operationof QR.
Clause-boundednessalso explainsthe second type of boundednesseffect discussedin section
1.2: the contrastbetween (15) and (16), repeatedhere.
(15) [lP Beck believes [lP every suspect Kollberg does to be guilty]]
(16) *[IP Beck believes that [IP every suspect Kollberg does is guilty]]
AlthoughQR is boundedin finite clauses, it has been observedthatnonfiniteclauses aregenerally
more porous, often permitting "long" QR (see the discussion in Larson and May 1990, for

10
A number of recent proposals suggest potential explanationsfor the clause-boundednesseffect, however. One
possibility, suggested by Fox (1995b), is that QR is constrainedby economy. If QR is driven by the need to generatea
structurethat permits the properinterpretationof a quantificationaldeterminer,then economy dictates that the shortest
move that would result in the appropriatestructureshould be preferredover other possible moves (this is a somewhat
modified statementof Fox's basic idea; see section 5 of this article).In an example like (19), adjunctionto the embedded
IP satisfies the interpretiverequirementsof the quantificationaldeterminer;therefore,additionalmovement is ruled out.
A very different type of explanationcomes from the work of Beghelli and Stowell (1995), who posit distinct Apositions for quantificationalexpressions between AgrsP and AgroP. In this type of analysis, general constraintson
movement would force a QP to move to the first available landing site, which is presumablyalways in the same clause
as the quantifier.
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example; this point will be discussed in more detail below). If QR of the ECM subject to the
matrix IP is possible in (15), but QR of the subject of the tensed embedded clause in (16) is
restrictedto adjunctionto the embedded IP, then the contrast between (15) and (16) can be
explained as anotherexample of the role played by the clause-boundednessrestrictionon QR in
controllingthe interpretationof ACD.
If clause-boundednessis a restrictionon QR, and if QR and LF wh-movementshould be
distinguished,as I have suggested, then Baltin's example (repeatedhere) seems to remainunaccounted for.
(12) Who thoughtthat Fred read how many books that Bill did?
The basic principles of the MinimalistProgramsuggest a very plausible explanationof the unambiguous interpretationof this sentence, however. Assume that the in situ wh-phrasein an
example like (12) must raise out of VP in orderto resolve ACD (and, anticipatinglaterdiscussion,
assume thatmovement to [Spec, Agro] is insufficient).Since a relationwith the wh-phrasein the
matrix[Spec, CP] must ultimatelybe established,andbecause principlesof locality requiremovement to the first available landing site, the specifier of the embeddedCP is the optimal targetof
movement, generating(20).
(20) [cp whox ex thought [cp[how many books that Bill did]y that Fred read ey]]
At this point in the derivation,antecedentcontainmentis resolved with respectto the embedded VP, licensing copying of the VP headedby read into the position of the elided VP. It is still
necessary to establish the appropriaterelationbetween the embedded wh-phraseand the matrix
one. This could be accomplishedeither by moving the entire wh-phrasein the lower CP to the
matrix (as in Higginbothamand May 1981) or by moving the wh-operatoronly (or the features
associated with the operator;see Chomsky 1995). Since the latteroperationis more economical,
the formeris not licensed. It follows that the restrictionof the in situ wh-phrasemoves no higher
than the embeddedCP, and the deleted VP remainscontainedin the matrixVP. The result is that
only copying of the embedded VP is possible, and (12) has only an embedded reading. If this
analysis is on the right track, and if Fox's (1995b) suggestions about the clause-boundedness
effect are correct (see footnote 10), then the BoundednessRestrictionon ACD in both QR and
wh-in-situ contexts can ultimatelybe explained in terms of the same basic principle:economy.
Because it ties the resolutionof ACD to the operationsinvolved in interpretingquantificational constituents, and because these operations are constrainedby general principles of the
grammar(such as economy), the QR account makes the following prediction:there should be
an observable parallelism between quantifier scope and the possible interpretationsof ACD.
Specifically, contexts that permit a wide scope interpretationof an embeddedquantifiershould
also allow a matrixreadingof embeddedACD. I will returnto this issue in more detail in section
2.3; for the moment, examples (21) and (22), originally discussed in Larson and May 1990,
provide initial verification

of this prediction.

(21) At least one tourist wants to visit every city.
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(22) Tim wants to visit every city Bill does.
(21) is clearly ambiguousbetween a readingin which the QP is construedas having narrowscope
with respect to the indefinite subject of the matrixclause, and an inverse scope interpretationin
which the QP has scope over the indefinite.(22), which is ambiguousbetween a readingin which
the elided VP is headed by visit and one in which it is headed by want, shows that ACD in this
context has both an embeddedand a matrix interpretation.
Before moving to a more detailed discussion of the relation between ACD and scope, I
should note that the ambiguityof (22) raises an importantquestionfor the A-movementaccount.
If ACD is resolved throughA-movement, then how does this sentence come to have a matrix
reading?Constraintson A-movement should restrictmovement of the constituentcontainingthe
deleted VP to the embedded[Spec, Agro], predictingthatonly the embeddedreadingis available.
Hormstein(1994) accounts for the ambiguity of examples like (22) by suggesting that the
availabilityof a matrixreadingin sentences of this sort does not indicatethe work of unbounded
QR; rather,it indicatesthatwant is a "restructuring"verb (see Aissen and Perlmutter1983, Rizzi
1978). Hormstein(1994:468), citing Roberts 1992, claims that the crucial aspect of restructuring
is thatit unifies "the domainsof the embeddedandrestructuringverbinto one complex," licensing
local A-movement across sententialboundaries.'1He cites additionalexamples of sentences in
which the matrixVP is headedby a restructuringverb(23)-(24), which also exhibitbothembedded
andmatrixreadings,as evidence in favorof the proposal,as well as examplesinvolvingnonrestructuring verbs such as expect, hope, and hate (25), which do not permit a matrix reading of the
embedded ACD.
(23) Which man has to read which book that you do?
(24) Which man startedto sing which song that you did?
(25) Which studentexpects/hopes/hatesto visit which city that you do?
Note thatthe characterizationof want, start, and so on, as restructuringverbs does not argue
against the QR account of ACD. In fact, it provides an explanationof the availability of both
matrixreadingsof ACDs and wide scope interpretationsof embeddedQPs. If restructuringunifies
the domains of an embeddedverb and a matrixverb, in effect reformulatinga biclausal sentence
into a monoclausal one, then movement of a QP to either the matrix or embedded IP node is
compatiblewith the general clause-boundednessrestrictionon QR. (26)-(27), which are parallel
to (23)-(25), also permit wide scope readingsof embedded QPs.
(26) At least one senatorhas to read every document.
(27) Two representativesstartedto sing every state song.
Homstein does not discuss the technical details of restructuring.Given the Minimalist Programprinciples of
economy, in particularShortest Movement, determininghow restructuringresults in domain unification and what the
consequences are for the possibility/impossibilityof extraclausalA-movementis nontrivial.As I will show that the basic
argumentthat only restructuringverbs allow matrixreadingsof ACDs is not convincing, I will not attemptto work out
the details of the analysis of restructuringat this time.
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Thus, even if it were true that only restructuringverbs licensed matrix readings of ACDs, this
fact alone would not distinguishbetween the QR and A-movement accounts of ACD.
This point should be emphasized. Assuming for the moment that the restructuringanalysis
of verbs such as want is correct, the basic empirical predictions of the A-movement and QR
accounts of ACD with respect to the BoundednessRestrictionare very similar. In constructions
involving restructuringverbs, they are identical. Both analyses predict that matrix readings of
ACDs should be unavailablewhenever an elided VP is contained in a finite embedded clause,
andboth analysespredictthatmatrixreadingsshouldbe availablewhen the elided VP is contained
in a nonfinite clausal complement of a restructuringverb. The differences between the two accounts can be teased apart,however, throughcareful considerationof a wide arrayof data. With
respect to the interpretationof embeddedACD, two points of empiricaldifference can be distinguished. First,the A-movementaccountpredictsthatnonrestructuring
contexts and nonrestructuring verbs should never allow matrixreadingsof embeddedACDs; the QR accountdoes not make
this prediction. Second, the QR account makes strongerpredictionsabout the relation between
ACD and scope, since ACD is dependent on QR. I will address these points in the following
sections.
2.2 Mat}rixReadings in Non)restr-ucturing
Contexts
As notedabove, any contextthatforbidsrestructuringbutlicenses a matrixreadingof an embedded
ACD provides a direct argumentagainst the A-movementaccount.Three sets of facts show that
matrix readingsof embeddedACD are available in nonrestructuringcontexts.
First, as noted by Aissen and Perlmutter(1983:380) and Rizzi (1978:3-4), whenever an
overt subjectappearsin the complementof a restructuringverb, restructuringis not licensed. The
A-movement accountincorrectlypredictsthatexamples like (28)-(29), which containembedded
subjects, should only allow embedded readings ((28) is from Sag 1976). These examples have
clear matrixreadings, however.
(28) Betsy's father wants her to read every book her boss does. (wants her*to r-ead)
(29) Erik wants Polly to invest in the very same stock her brokerdoes. (wants her*to invest
in)
Second, restructuringis blocked by multiple embeddings(Rizzi 1978:39-40). Matrixreadings of embedded ACDs are fully available in these contexts, however.'2
2
Rizzi shows that restructuringin Italianis blocked by the sequence Aux-VI-Aux-V2,where VI is the restructuring
verb and V) is the embedded verb, as shown by the failure of clitic movement in (ii). ((i)-(ii) are Rizzi's (150a-b).)

(i) A quest'ora, Mario avrebbedovuto averlo gia finito, il suo lavoro.
'At this time, Mario would have had to have alreadyfinished it, his work.'
(ii) *A quest'ora, Mario lo avrebbedovuto aver gia finito, il suo lavoro.
'At this time, Mario it would have had to have alreadyfinished, his work.'
As pointed out by NorbertHomstein (personalcommunication),(30)-(3 1)-not, for example, (iii) (which also allows a
matrix reading)-constitute proper tests of whether multiple embeddings block matrix readings in English, because
auxiliary verbs in Italian are underlyinglymain verbs.
(iii) Willie was asked to be photographedin the same shower Frankwas, but he declined.
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(30) Now that we're both in therapy, Marie wants to start to make the same changes in
lifestyle that I do. (want to start to make)
(31) When she startedthe program,Polly had to begin to learn every language Erik did.
(had to begin to learn)
Finally, many nonrestructuringverbs permitmatrixreadingsof ACD. Each of the following
sets of examples contains sentences headed by nonrestructuringverbs; in each case, matrixreadings of embeddedACD are available.These readingsare markedin comparisonto the embedded
readings,but this is not unexpectedin the QR account if QR is clause-boundedin the unmarked
case. The importantpoint is that if the A-movement account is correct, none of the following
sentences should have matrixreadings.
To begin, (32)-(34), in which the embeddedwh-phraseis pluralinstead of singular,permit
a matrix interpretationof the embeddedACD.13
(32) Which of your friends expects to visit which cities that you do?
(33) Which of your colleagues hopes to attend which conferences that you do?
(34) Which TA hates to read which homeworksthat you do?
Examples(35)-(37), in which the context is particularlycompatiblewith a matrixinterpretation, also allow matrixreadings.
(35) If you intend to read all of the articles Albert does, then you'd betterget startednow.
(36) If you don't like to work as much as Jorge does, then you probablyshouldn'tTA for
him.
(37) Marenausually tries to get a paper accepted at most of the conferences Ted does.

13
An LI reviewer raises an importantquestion in conjunctionwith these examples: what triggersmovement of the
in situ wh-phraseto [Spec, CP]? As I will argue in section 5, QR of entireconstituentsis motivatedby generalprinciples
governingthe interpretationof quantificationaldeterminers.This type of explanationcannot obviously be appliedto whin-situ, which, as arguedin Pesetsky 1987, can be interpretedwithoutmovementin the same way as unselectively bound
indefinites (see Heim 1982).
What is differentaboutQR and wh-movement,however, is thatwh-movementis feature driven (althoughif Beghelli
and Stowell's (1995) proposals are correct, then QR is also feature driven). It follows that LF movement of wh-in-situ
to [Spec, CP] is possible, but not optimal, since economy favors derivations in which only the formal features of a
constituentare moved over those in which the entireconstituentis moved (Chomsky 1995). If reconstructionof a deleted
VP is a necessary condition for convergence, however, then movement of wh-in-situ to [Spec, CP] in examples like
(32)-(34) is not only possible, it is optimal. The argumentruns as follows. If only the formal featuresof the wh-phrase
move, while the constituentitself remainsin place, thenevery step in the derivationthatinvolves copying of the antecedent
VP into the position of the elided one also copies the elided VP. Therefore,every derivationin which the wh-phrasedoes
not move does not converge, either because it fails to reconstructan elided VP or because it always reconstructsan elided
VP and so is infinite. Since only convergentderivationsare comparedfor economy, those in which the entire wh-phrase
moves to [Spec, CP] are triviallymore economical thanthose in which it does not. The remainingpuzzle is why movement
in these examples is not limited to the embedded [Spec, CP]; for now, I will assume that whatever licenses QR out of
nonfinite clauses also licenses wh-movementto the matrix CP (see the discussion of clause-boundednessand Baltin's
example (12) above).
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When the lexical form of the auxiliarythat governs the elided VP is more compatiblewith a
matrixinterpretationthanwith an embeddedinterpretation,the matrixreadingis clearly available.
(38) The First Lady is requiredto answer every question the Presidentis.
(39) The First Lady is obliged to attendevery hearing the Presidentis.
(40) The First Lady was asked to describe the same documentsthe Presidentwas.
The availabilityof matrixreadings in (32)-(40) is unexpectedin the A-movement account,
because the DP containing the ACD should be able to move no fartherthan [Spec, AgrOP]in
the embeddedclause. This account can be maintainedonly if all of the verbs in these examples
can be analyzed as restructuringverbs. Ignoring for the moment the question of whether this
would be empiricallyjustified, as noted above, even if it were the case that these verbs could be
analyzed in this way, this alone would not argue against the QR account.
2.3 EmbeddedACD and Scope
The availabilityof matrixreadingsin (32)-(40) is expected in the QR account if we assume that
although QR is in general clause-bounded,it can move quantifiedDPs out of nonfinite clauses
(possibly as a markedoption). Moreover,if it is true that nonfinite clauses permitlong QR, then
the QR account predicts there to be an observableparallelismbetween ACD interpretationand
quantifierscope in these contexts. Specifically, wide scope interpretationsof embeddedquantifiers
should be available in examples parallelto those that permitmatrixreadingsof embeddedACD
(see Larson and May 1990 and the discussion of this point in section 2.1). The sentences in
(41)-(47) support this prediction. Each of these sentences has an interpretationin which the
embeddedquantifierhas wide scope with respect to the indefinite subjectof the matrixclause.'4
(41) At least two American tour groups expect to visit every Europeancountrythis year.
(42) Some agency intends to send aid to every Bosnian city this year.
(43) At least four recreationalvehicles tried to stop at most AAA approvedcampsites this
year.
(44) Some congressionalaide asked to see every report.
(45) More than two governmentofficials are obliged to attendevery state dinner.
(46) A representativeof each of the warringparties is requiredto sign every document.
(47) At least one White House official is expected to attendmost of the hearings.
In contrast,the A-movement account makes no claims about (41)-(47), leaving the parallelism
between these sentences and those discussed in the previous section to be explained in other
ways.
14

The availabilityof wide scope readingsof QPs in some of these contexts is also discussed in Homstein 1984:98.
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A second argumentfor the QR accountcomes from a differentset of scope facts. As noted
originally by Sag (1976), the interpretationof embedded ACD affects the interpretationof the
restrictionof the quantifierthat heads the constituent containing the elided VP. Whenever an
ACD embeddedunderan intensionalpredicatehas a matrixinterpretation,the quantifier'srestriction (which is partiallyprovidedby the deleted VP) must be interpretedde re, that is, outside the
scope of the intensionalpredicate(see also Larsonand May 1990 and Fiengo and May 1994 for
discussion of this point). This fact is illustratedby (48), which has only the interpretationin (49a):
'EveryoneBeck wants to answerthese questionsis such thatKollbergwantshim to answerthem'.
The de dicto interpretationin (49b) is unavailable.
(48) Kollberg wants everyone Beck does to answer these questions.
(49) a.

questions))(Beck)] [Xz.want(z,^answer(x,these
everyx[Xy.want(y,^answer(x,these
questions))(Kollberg)]
(y, ^answer(x,thesequestions))(Beck)] [answer(x,
b. *want(Kollberg,^everyx[Xy.want
these questions)])

Interestingly,this restrictiondoes not hold in examples that do not involve ACD.
(50) Kollberg wants everyone Beck wants to interrogateto answer these questions.
(50) is ambiguousbetween a readingcorrespondingto (49a), in which Kollberg's desire concerns
particularindividuals,and one correspondingto (49b), in which his desireconcernsany individual
who meets the requirementsimposed by the restriction(that Beck wants to interrogatehim).
If ECM subjects must move to the specifier of the matrixAgroP to receive Case, a general
assumptionin the MinimalistProgramand one that is crucial to the A-movement account (see
the discussion of (15) and (16) in section 1.2), then the fact that (50) is ambiguousmeans that
the specifier of the agreementprojectionthat immediatelydominatesthe VP headed by want is
within the scope of want at LF. But if ACD in (48) is resolved by movementof the ECM subject
to this position, then the A-movement account incorrectlypredicts that (48) should also permit
a de dicto interpretationof the restrictionof every. Under these assumptions,(48) and (50) are
structurallyidentical at LF.
(51) a. [p Kollberg [AgroPLDPeveryone Beck does [vp wants [lP ti to answer these questions]]]i [vp wants [lp t, to answer these questions]]]]
b. [lp Kollberg[AgroPrDPeveryone Beck wantsto interrogate]i[vp wants [IP t, to answer
these questions]]]]
The QR account, on the other hand, can explain the absence of the de dicto interpretation
in (48). In order to generate a structurethat licenses ACD, the ECM subject must adjoin to the
matrix IP, as shown in (52).
(52)

[IP[DP everyone Beck does], [Ip Kollberg [vP wants [lp t,

to answerthese questions]]]]
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Adjunctionto IP moves the DP that contains the elided VP out of the scope of want; therefore,
only the de re readingof the restrictionof evety is available.'5
3 Adjunct ACD
3.1 MatrixReadings in AdjunctACDs
As noted in section 1.2, the A-movementanalysis predictsthatan ACD containedin a constituent
adjoined to an embedded VP should only have an embedded reading, not a matrix reading.
Homstein (1994) presentsexamples like (18) (repeatedhere) as evidence in supportof this prediction.
(18) Kollberg wanted to word every question as Beck did.
The structureof (18) is shown in (53). Because the mannerphrase is an adjunctand does not
have to check Case features,it cannotmove from its base position in the embeddedclause, despite
the fact that want is a restructuring verb.

(53) [Ip Kollberg [vp wanted [lp PRO to [vp[vp word every question] [ppas Beck did]]]]]

'5 It should be noted that the implication is one way: a matrix interpretationof embedded ACD forces a de re
interpretationof the restriction,but a de re restrictiondoes not necessarily force a matrix interpretationof the deleted
VP. This point is illustratedby (i), noted by NorbertHornstein(personalcommunication).
(i) John believed that Bill had seen a certain film that I did.
The favored interpretationof the indefinite a certainfilm that I did is de re, but this sentence does not permit a matrix
readingof the embedded VP: (i) can be interpretedonly as (ii), not as (iii).
(ii) John believed that Bill had seen a certain film that I saw.
(iii) *John believed that Bill had seen a certain film that I believed that Bill had seen.
The following example makes a similar point:
(iv) An editorial implied that Beck arrestednone of the men he (actually) did.
This sentence is ambiguousbetween a "sensible" reading, in which the editorial implies that Beck arrestednone of a
certain group of men whom we know to be the men he actually arrested,and a "contradictory"reading in which the
implicationis that none of the men Beck arrestedare such that he arrestedthem (see Hasegawa 1972, Postal 1974, and
Kennedy 1996 for different analyses of this ambiguity). The sensible reading is derived when the restrictionof the
quantifiernone is interpretedoutside the scope of imply, and the contradictoryreading when it is interpretedinside the
scope of imply.Nevertheless,even on the sensible readingof (iv), the quantifiernone cannottake scope over the indefinite
subject an editorial, nor can the elided VP have a matrix interpretation.
The puzzle presentedby these examples is how to reconcile the possibility of a de i-e interpretationof the indefinite
in (i) and of the restrictionof the quantifierin (iv) with the hypothesisthatQR is clause-bounded,a claim thatis supported
both by the impossibility of matrix interpretationsof the elided VPs and by the absence of a wide scope interpretation
of none in (iv). A numberof recent proposals, made independentlyto account for the apparentunboundednessof the
scope of indefinites and related expressions, provide several options for solving this puzzle (see, e.g., Abusch 1994,
Farkas1993, 1995, Fodorand Sag 1981, Kennedy 1995, 1996, Kratzer1995, and Reinhart1995). Whatthese approaches
have in common is that the interpretationof an expression that restrictsthe value of a variable(i.e., an indefiniteor the
restrictionof a quantifier)may be determinedby factors other than its structuralposition at LF (such as indexical
dependencies,as in Farkas 1993, 1995, or choice functions, as in Reinhart1995 and Kratzer1995). It is not the purpose
of this article to argue for one of these approachesover the other; what is importantis that they provide a means of
generating a de -e interpretationfor the indefinite in (i) and the restrictionin (iv) without abandoningthe assumption
that QR is clause-bounded.
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The fact that (18) does not exhibit a matrix reading is not an argumentagainst the QR
account,however.The phrasethatcontributesthe mannerargumentof word in (18) is not quantificational and thus is not the type of constituentthat would normallyundergo QR. As shown by
(54)-(55), in contexts in which the elided VP is containedin a quantificationaladjunct,the matrix
readingbecomes available.
(54) Jones says he wants to word the proposal in the same way I do, but I'm not sure that
I can trust him to do so.
(55) Tim likes to performin the same clubs that Bill does.
The elided VP in these sentences is contained in an adjunct of the form the same N ..., a
constructionthat has already been shown to be particularlyamenable to ACD. Both examples
have readings in which the elided VP receives its interpretationfrom a higher VP (want in (54)
and like in (55)), contraryto the predictionsof the A-movement account.
The availability of these readings is expected in the QR account, because QR moves any
quantificationalconstituentto an adjoinedposition, regardlessof whetherit is an argumentor an
adjunct.A possible LF representationof (55) is (56), in which the QP has adjoinedto the matrix
IP, licensing copying of either the embeddedor the matrixVP.
(56)

[IP[DP

the same clubs that Bill does]i [lp Tim [vp likes [lp to [vp[vp perform] [pp in

Ie-]]]]]]

The A-movementaccount,however, incorrectlypredictsthe matrixreadingto be unavailable
in these examples, because the constituentcontainingthe ACD should not be able to move from
its base position adjoinedto the embeddedVP to a position outside the matrixVP.
3.2 AdjunctACD and Full Interpretation
(57) illustratesan importantpoint: in the A-movement account, "adjunctACD" is actually not
ACD at all, because the elided VP is not contained in its antecedent(the lower segment of the
adjunctionstructure).
(57) Tim has [vp[vp performed][ppin every club Bill has]]
Homstein (1994:471) suggests that elided VPs in adjunctssuch as the locative phrasein (57) are
interpretedwithoutmovementof the containingconstituent,simply by copying the lower VP into
the position of the elided one. Applying this operationto (57) gives (58).
(58) Tim has [vp[vp performed][pp in every club [cp Opi Bill has [vp performed]]]]
(58) is not a well-formed LF representation,however, because the relative operatorassociated
with the relative clause every club Bill has does not bind a variable.That is, (58) is an instance
of vacuous quantification(see Koopmanand Sportiche 1982).
The basic problem for the A-movement account is that in order to generate a well-formed
LF representationfor examples of adjunctACD, it is necessary to introducea syntacticposition
thatprovidesa variablefor the relativeoperatorto bind. The basic machineryof the A-movement
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account does not accomplish this, with the result that structuresof this type are incorrectlypredicted to be ungrammatical.'6In order to explain adjunctACD, some additionalmachineryis
needed.
The most promising solution to this problem-but one that ultimately fails-comes from
Chung, Ladusaw, and McCloskey's (1995) work on sluicing (Ross 1969). If Chung, Ladusaw
and McCloskey's analysis of sluicing is correct,then the grammarincludes an operationwhose
function is to introduceinto LF a position that provides a variablefor an operatorto bind. This
operation, which Chung, Ladusaw, and McCloskey (1995:246) refer to as sprouting,

is a very

general structure-buildingoperationthat is "subject only to the constraintsof X-bar theory and
the requirementthatthe structurescreatedbe licensed by the appropriatepropertiesof the elements
in the LF." Sproutingexplains the grammaticalityof examples like (59), in which the antecedent
of the sluice does not include a syntactic position for the wh-operatorto bind.
(59) Joan ate dinner,but I don't know with whom.
In Chung,Ladusaw,and McCloskey's analysis, a sluice is interpretedby first copying an IP into
the position following the strandedwh-phrasein the surfaceform.The postcopyLF representation
of (59) is (60), which, like (58), appearsto be an ill-formed instance of vacuous quantification.
(60) ... but [lp I don't know [cp with whom [lP Joan ate dinner]]]
The effect of sproutingis to introduceinto a structurelike (60) a variable for the operatorto
bind. Because the argumentstructureof the verb eat is compatible with a comitative adjunct,
an appropriatesyntactic position can be sproutedand a variableof the right type introduced,as
in (61).
(61) ... but [IP I don't know [cp with whomr [Ip Joan [vp[vp ate dinner] [pp ex]]]]
Sproutingis constrainedby a numberof factors.First, sproutedmaterialmust be compatible
with the licensing propertiesof the materialalreadycontainedin the recycledIP. Second, although
sprouting can introduce syntactic structure,it cannot introducelexical material. Consider, for
example, (62).
r

(62) The governor was speaking with reporters,but I don't know

[pp what about]]
[pp about what]>.

l*[DP

what]

J

The fact thatthe thirdoption in (62) is ungrammaticalindicatesthatalthougha PP can be sprouted
(providingappropriateLF representationsfor the first two options), a PP with a head filled by a
lexical item (i.e., [ppabout e]) cannot.The impossibilityof this kindof sproutingcan be interpreted
as an aspect of a more general constraintprohibitingLF operationsfrom selecting items from
the lexicon (see Chomsky 1993:22).
At first glance, sproutingappearsto be exactly the type of operationneeded to augmentthe
A-movement account in order to explain adjunct ACD. Moreover, if sproutingis a generally
16

This problem is observed independentlyby Lasnik (1994) and Brody (1995).
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available LF operation,then it should be an option in elliptical processes (in the sense of Sag
andHankamer1984) otherthansluicing, such as VP-deletion.But whatkindof sproutingoperation
would be requiredin order to build the necessary LF representationfor (57)? There are two
options. A bare PP can be sprouted,as in (61), to generate (63).
(63) Tim has [vp[vp performed][pp in every club [cp Opi Bill has [vp[vp performed]
[pp ei]]]]]

This would be unusual,however, consideringthatnull operatorscannot in generalbind barePPs,
as shown by (64) (cf. Tim has pefo-rmed in every club Bill has performedin).17
(64) *Tim has performedin every club Bill has performed.
Assuming that (63) is ruled out for the same reason (64) is, in orderfor the A-movementaccount
to generatethe correctLF representationfor (57), sproutingmust introducelexical materialinto
an LF representation,namely,the prepositionthatheads the adjunct.This would permitgeneration
of (65), which correctly representsthe meaning of (57).
(65) Tim has [vp[vp performed][pp in every club Opi Bill has [vp[vp performed] [pp in
e;l]]]
We thus arriveat a contradiction.As pointedout by Chung,Ladusaw,andMcCloskey(1995),
it is necessaryto assumethatsproutingcannotintroducelexical materialinto an LF representation.
This constraintis supportedboth on empiricalgrounds(by examples like (62)) and on theoretical
grounds(see the discussion in Chomsky 1993:22).In orderto generatean appropriateLF representation for (57), however, the A-movement account would be forced to abandonthis assumption.
In the QR account, adjunctACD is no differentfrom "argument"ACD: a well-formedLF
representationfor an example like (57) is generatedin the standardway. First QR adjoins the
QP to IP, deriving (66).
(66)

[IP[DP

every club Opi Bill has]

[lIPTim has

[vp[vp performed][ppin el]]]]

The maximal VP may then be copied into the position of the elided VP, generating(67), a wellformed LF representationthat accuratelyrepresentsthe meaning of (57).
(67)

every club Op, Bill has [vp[vp performed][pp in
ei]]]- [IPTim has
[vp[vp performed] [pp in e;]]]]
[IP[DP

4 NP-Contained ACD
Sentences involving "NP-containedACD," such as (68)-(70), in which a deletedVP is contained
in a prepositionalcomplementof No, are extremely problematicfor the A-movement account.
1' Note that the ungrammaticality
of (64) also arguesagainst an analysis of adjunctACD in which a null PP is basegenerated,as in (i).
(i) Tim has [vp[vPperformed][ppin every club [cp Opi Bill has [vp performed] [ppei]]]]
If (i) were a possible structure,then (64) should be perfectly grammatical.
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(68) Beck read a reporton every suspect Kollberg did.
(69) Melanderrequestedcopies of most of the tapes Larssondid.
(70) Kollberg took pictures of the same people Beck did.
Considerthe derivationof (68) in the A-movement account. At LF the direct object a report on
every suspect Kollberg did must move to [Spec, AgrOP]to check Case features.After movement
(68) has the structureshown in (71).
(71)

AgrsP

DP-

Beck

Agrs'

TP

Agrs

T

AgroP

Agro'

DPi

D

NP

PP

a N

report

VP

Agro

P

tj

V

DP

on D

V'

tj

NP read

every NP

suspect Op

CP

AgrsP
Kollbergdid
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Copying the antecedent VP into the position of the elided one generates (72), which has the
interpretationin (73).
(72) Beck

[Agr0P[DP

a reporton every suspect Kollberg [vp read ti]]i [vp read t1]]

(73) Beck read a reporton every suspect Kollberg read.
(73) does not correspondto the actualmeaningof (68), however. (68)-(70) have the interpretations
in (74)-(76), in which the elided VP is replacednot by a constituentof the form [vP V e], where
the empty category e bound by the relative operatoris the direct object of the verb, as in (72),
but by a constituentof the form [vp V LDP. .. N [ppP el]], where DP is the direct object of the
verb and e is an argumentof the noun that heads the direct object.
(74) Beck read a reporton every suspect Kollberg read a reporton.
(75) Melanderrequestedcopies of most of the tapes Larssonrequestedcopies of.
(76) Kollberg took picturesof the same people Beck took pictures of.
The problemthat NP-containedACD presents for the A-movement account is that there is
no way to generateLF representationsfor sentences of this type that have interpretationscorrespondingto their actualmeanings.Unlike normalcases of ACD, NP-containedACD requiresan
antecedentthat includes both the verb and its internalargument(with a variablein place of the
embeddedquantificationalDP). The only constituentin (71) thatmeets this descriptionis AgroP.
But even if we allow for the possibility of "AgrOP-deletion,"NP-contained ACD cannot be
properlyresolved:since AgroP also containsthe deleted VP, it cannotbe copied into this position
without triggeringan infinite regress. The result is that in the A-movement account, there is no
stage in the derivationof sentences like (68)-(70) at which a constituentof the sort necessary to
provide the interpretationof the elided VP is available for copying.
NP-containedACD is notjust a problemfor the A-movementaccountof ACD; it is a general
problemfor the MinimalistProgramassumptionthatthe restrictionof a quantificationaldeterminer
does not participatein QR. In order to properlyinterpretNP-containedACD, it is necessary to
generate a structurein which the elided VP is external both to the predicativeconstituentthat
serves as its antecedentand to the argumentthat contains it at Spell-Out. If QR moves only an
operator,however, there is no way to generate an LF representationthat satisfies both of these
conditions. Such a structurecan be generatedonly by extractingthe entire embeddedQP out of
VP (or AgrOP),leaving the internalargumentbehind.
The derivationof (68) in the QR accountillustratesthis point.18 First,the embeddedquantificational constituentmoves to an IP-adjoinedposition.
(77)

[IP[DP

every suspect Kollberg did]1[lP Beck [vP read [DP a [NP report[ppon ei]]]]]]

After QR the deleted VP is externalto its antecedent.In addition,QR has the effect of replacing
IxFor simplicity, I leave the direct object in its base position. The analysis is the same if the direct object has moved
to [Spec, AgrOP],with the exception that AgroP must be the constituentthat licenses VP-deletion in examples of this
type.
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the embedded QP with an empty category, deriving a structure of the form [vp V

[DP ...

N

[pp P e]]]. Copying the antecedentVP into the position of the elided VP generates (78), which
accuratelyrepresentsthe interpretationof (68).
(78)

[IP[DP every suspect Kollberg [vp read
[vp read [DP a [NP report [pp on el]]]]]]

[DP

a

[NP

report [pp on ei]]]]]i [lp Beck

Note that it is crucialto the QR accountthatthe internalargumentof the verb remainwithin
VP at LF (or within AgrOP,if this is the locus of deletion). As observed by an anonymousLI
reviewer, if the indefinite DP a r-epor-ton ei in (77) must also undergoQR and adjointo IP, then
the QR account predictsthat NP-containedACD structuresshould have LF representationsthat,
like the ones generatedby the A-movement account, do not include a VP constituentof the sort
necessary to provide the correctinterpretationof the elided VP. This is illustratedby (79), which
shows that if the indefinite is raised, the only constituentavailable for copying is the VP read
eJ, generatingan LF structurethat does not representthe actual interpretationof (68).
(79)

[IP[Dp every suspect Kollberg [vp read ej]]i
[vP read ej]]]]

[IP[DP

a

[NP

report [ppon e-]]]j [lP Beck

A solution to this problem comes from the work of Diesing (1992). Diesing provides a
number of arguments(including data from ACD; see Diesing 1992:71) that presuppositional
indefinites and strong quantifiersare treateddifferently from weak indefinites at LF. Whereas
presuppositionalindefinites and strong quantifiersare interpretedas generalizedquantifiersand
must undergoQR, weak indefinites remain inside VP, where they are interpretedas restrictions
on variables bound by existential closure (see Heim 1982). If Diesing's proposals are correct,
then (68)-(70) have LF representationsin which the containing argumentremains within VP,
with the resultthata constituentof the type requiredto properlyinterpretthe elided VP is available
for copying after the embeddedquantificationalconstituenthas undergoneQR.
This approachpredictsthatexamplesof NP-containedACD in which the containingargument
is a weak indefiniteshouldcontrastwith examples in which the containingargumentis quantificational, since the lattershouldhave LF representationsin which both the embeddedquantificational
constituentand the internalargumentof the verb must undergoQR, as in (79). (80)-(82) show
that this is indeed the case: examples of NP-containedACD in which the containing argument
is quantificationalare ill formed.'9

'9This contrast extends to presuppositionalindefinites: if the containing argumentsin (68)-(70) are interpreted
presuppositionally,the examples are as unacceptableas (80)-(82). Note that the problemis not simply one of generating
the wrong interpretation.(81), for example,does not meanthat'Melanderrequestedevery copy of most of the tapesLarsson
requested',which is what we mightexpect if its LF representationwere as in (79). Rather,it is simply ungrammatical.Why
ACD is impossible in this context remainsan open question, though a numberof theories of ellipsis include mechanisms
that make the correct predictions. In Sag 1976, for example, (80)-(82) are ruled out because the logical forms of the
elliptically relatedVPs contain variablesbound by distinctoperatorsand thereforeare not alphabeticvariants.Of course,
the question then becomes, why is this type of variablebinding impossible in the context of VP-deletion?See Kennedy
1994 for discussion of this issue.
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(80) *Beck read most reportson every suspect Kollberg did.
(81) *Melanderrequestedevery copy of most of the tapes Larssondid.
(82) *Kollbergtook no pictures of the same people Beck did.
Two final pieces of evidence for QR in NP-containedACD come from facts that indicate a
clear parallelismbetweenovert A-movementout of DP andNP-containedACD. First,as observed
by Postal (1974:406) (who was the first to discuss sentences of this type, though in a different
context), NP-containedACD shows specificity effects. As illustratedby the contrastbetween (83)
and (84), overt A-movementout of DP is impossible when the DP is definite. Since QR is a type
of A-movement, it should also be sensitive to specificity, and NP-containedACD should be
ungrammaticalwhen the containingDP is definite. (86) verifies this prediction.20
(83) Which orgy did Jill buy a picture of?
(84) *Which orgy did Jill buy Melvin's/thatpictureof?
(85) Jill bought a picture of the same orgy Arthurdid.
(86) *Jill bought that picture of the same orgy Arthurdid.
Second, NorbertHornstein(personalcommunication)points out that NP-containedACD is
sensitive to the lexical items involved-both the verb (87) and the direct object (88).
(87) *Oliver destroyedcopies of every reportWilliam did.
(88) *Jamesmet a studentof every subject I did.
(89) and (90) show thatovert A-movementis also ungrammaticalin these contexts (see Chomsky
1977, Bach and Horn 1976).
(89) *Which reportsdid Oliver destroy copies of?
(90) *Which subject did James meet a studentof?
Although it is unclear what blocks extraction out of DP in (87)-(90), the fact that both whmovement and ACD are impossible in the same contexts supportsthe position that some type of
A-movement is involved in NP-containedACD.
To summarize,the facts discussed in this section lead to the following conclusion. In order
to generatean LF structurethat accuratelyrepresentsthe interpretationof NP-containedACD, it
is necessary to extract the entire DP containing the deleted VP from the internalobject and to
2(0Note that the unacceptabilityof (86) cannot be explained as a semantic anomaly triggeredby the demonstrative,
since that picture can be used to refer not only to a particulartoken (in which case (86) would make the unusualclaim
thatJill andArthurboughtthe same object),butalso to an abstractobjectthatmay have morethanone physicalinstantiation,
as in (i).
(i) [Pointingat a pictureon the front page of the San Francisco Chronicle of formermayor FrankJordannaked in
a shower with two disc jockeys.]
"By now, half the city has seen that picture."
Even on the latterreading,(86) is unacceptable.I am gratefulto Marcelden Dikkenfor bringingthis issue to my attention.
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target a constituentthat includes both the verb and the direct object as antecedentof the deleted
VP. Given MinimalistProgramassumptionsabout Case assignment,which restrictmovement to
agreementprojectionsto arguments,QR is the only means of achieving this result.
5 The Syntax of Quantification
Chomsky (1995) proposes a radicalrevision of the theory of LF Case assignmentto arguments.
Chomskypoints out thatprinciplesof economy dictatethatthe optimalderivationis one in which
movement is minimized. Since movement is motivated solely by morphological considerations-by the requirementof some featurethat it be checked-the optimal derivationis one in
which only the formalfeaturesassociatedwith a linguisticexpressionare moved to an appropriate
checking position. Movementof a featureF is subjectto the following economy principle(Chomsky 1995:262):
(91) F carries along just enough materialfor convergence.
Chomsky (1995) suggests that convergence in (91) means "PF convergence" and that overt
movement is a type of "generalized pied-piping" whereby the lexical materialassociated with
a feature that must be checked before Spell-Out (a "strong" feature) is carriedalong because
movement of the feature alone would violate Full Interpretation(bundles of formal featuresare
unpronounceable,hence uninterpretableby PF rules). (91) entails that feature-drivenmovement
in the covert component should never trigger pied-piping of lexical material.That is, because
pied-pipingin the context of formalfeature-drivenmovementis motivatedonly by factorsrelating
to PF convergence,eliminationof these factorseliminatesthe need for pied-piping,with the result
that "covert raising is restrictedto featureraising" (Chomsky 1995:265).
A consequenceof Chomsky'sproposalsis thatthe A-movementaccountof ACD is no longer
available. The requirementthat an internalargumentcheck its Case featuresholds of the formal
Case features associated with the argument,not of the lexical materialwith which the features
areassociated.If Case assignmentat LF involves movementof formalfeaturesonly (to a functional
head-adjoinedposition; see the discussion in Chomsky 1995), then the lexical materialassociated
with an internal argumentremains in a VP-internalposition at LF. The result is that in ACD
structures,LF A-movement of the formal features of the constituentcontainingthe deleted VP
does not eliminate antecedentcontainment,and the infinite regress problemremainsunresolved.
What is the status of QR in this type of system? Chomsky (1995:265) suggests that "only
PF convergence forces anythingbeyond featuresto raise," a position that seems to rule out the
possibility of movement of quantificationalconstituentsat LF. The importanceof ACD is that it
provides direct empiricalevidence against this view. The facts presentedin sections 2, 3, and 4
of this articlereestablishthe soundnessof the argumentfor QR from ACD sketchedin (6), leading
to the conclusion that entire quantificationalconstituents-both operatorand restriction-must
move to a position outside VP at LF. The questionthen becomes how to incorporateQR into the
MinimalistProgramframework.
I would like to suggest that the principlesthat force LF movement of lexical materialare
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essentially the same as those that force overt (PF) movement: interpretabilityat the interface
level. May (1991:335) characterizesa logical form as a representationof "those formalproperties
which are requiredto insurethe properapplicationof the semanticrules. LF-a level of linguistic
representation-will be a logical form ... only if it manifests those properties."If a linguistic
representationdoes not manifest the formal propertiesthat are requiredto ensure the application
of semanticrules, then it is not a logical form. This characterizationof logical form can be used
to define a necessary condition for LF convergence.
(92) A derivation(sl,

S2, . . ., Sn)

converges only if

s,,

is a logical form.

(92) imposes an interpretabilityconditionon syntacticderivations:if a derivationfails to terminate
in a structurethatmanifeststhe formalpropertiesnecessaryfor the interpretationof its constituents,
it does not converge.21Assuming a more general version of (91), "Move just enough material
for convergence," a consequenceof (92) is that QR of entireconstituentsis forced by the formal
requirementsimposed by quantificationaldeterminers.
Quantifiersimpose two basic requirementson the structuresin which they appear.First, a
quantifiermust bind a variable:vacuous quantificationis ruled out by Full Interpretation(see
Koopman and Sportiche 1982). This requirementforces at least movement of a quantificational
determinerto an operatorposition so that it will bind the variable associated with its maximal
projection(see the discussionof wh-movementin Chomsky 1993). Second, as discussed in section
1.1, nominal quantificationin natural language is r-estricted.It is not enough to generate an
operator-variableconstruction;a quantifiermust also combine with an open formulathatrestricts
the possible assignmentsof values to the variablesit binds in its scope. The facts of ACD, which
show that QR targetsboth a quantificationaldeterminerand its restriction,provide evidence that
this relation is explicitly representedat LF as the relationbetween a head and its complement.
The consequence of these requirementsis that if (92) constitutesa general condition for LF
convergence, QR of an entire DP headedby a quantificationaldetermineris not only compatible
with MinimalistProgramassumptions,it is necessary for convergence.The importanceof ACD
is that it provides syntactic evidence that restrictedquantificationis representedat the level of
LF throughthe applicationof QR.22

21
The proposal that formal interpretabilityrequirementscan determineconvergence departsfrom Chomsky 1995,
in which it is argued that "derivations are driven by the narrow mechanical requirementof feature checking only"
(Chomsky 1995:201; see Beghelli and Stowell 1995 for a feature-basedanalysis of QR).
22 The Condition C facts discussed in section 1.2 are a puzzle that remains to be explained if QR involves entire
constituentsand if the conditionsof the bindingtheoryapply at LF (see Fiengo and May 1994 and Fox 1995afor different
approachesto this problem).The resolutionof this issue is beyond the scope of this article, but it is an importantarea
for furtherresearch,as a detailed examinationof the interactionof QR and ConditionC will provide a set of empirical
observationsthatbeardirectlyon a numberof importantissues. Among these is the statusof the conclusion I have argued
for here-that QR is driven by the inte-nal requirementsof quantificationaldeterminers-versus an alternative:that QR
occurs only when forced by exter-nalfactors, that is, when convergence factors contrive to make the derivation that
involves movement the optimal one (see the discussion of ACD and wh-in-situin footnote 13), or when QR is required
to derive an interpretationthat could not otherwisebe obtained(see Fox 1995a,b,Reinhart1995). (Althoughit is difficult
to see how the latterapproachcould be made to work. A syntactic operationlike QR that has the effect of generating
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6 Conclusion
Two conclusions should be drawnfrom this article.First, the argumentsin favor of a QR-based
accountof ACD outweigh those in favor of the A-movementaccountproposedin Homstein 1994.
The facts presentedhere indicate an intimateconnectionbetween ACD and quantificationthat is
reflected in parallels between quantifierscope and matrix interpretationsof ACD, the relation
between matrixreadingsof ACD and the scope of the restriction,the interpretationof "adjunct
ACD," and the phenomenonof NP-containedACD.
Second, the facts associatedwith ACD structuressupporta theoryof the syntacticrepresentation of quantificationin which full quantificationalDPs-both determinerand restriction-are
raisedto an adjoinedposition at LF. This position is compatiblewith MinimalistProgramassumptions if LF movement is driven by the formal requirementsof the meaningful elements of the
sentence.
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